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Wishful Thinking or
Velleity, With(out) Volition
The physical manifestation of human will in a biotechnological era. A discussion on
the construction of a live bio-artwork.
I am working with the Institute of Genetic Medicine at Newcastle University to
explore the unknown implications of research into living matter as material, using my
(extended) body as site of practice. We will engineer a synthetic string of DNA in the
form of a thought, from my mind, to be placed within my own (biopsied) skin cells.
The thought is translated into DNA, the language of the body and will be transcribed
within my cells through a viral host. This thought is volition, a will to act: held,
external to my mind, yet internal to my body (cells) as synthetic other. It is at once a
part of me and alien to me. I will then nurture this externalization of my body to
determine whether my cells accept, reject or alter this synthetic question. Just as
synthetic biology is the imposition of human will onto living systems, I choose to
impose my will, literally, on the living system of my body.
Synthetic biology: the genetic manipulation of microbial organisms and mammalian
cells for the purposes of medical and commercial research is a fast growing area of
funded research. It is an inter-disciplinary field engaging the sciences, engineering,
art and design, with aspirations to create living machines that will better humanity,
using technology to automate biological processes and offering hope of ending
world poverty and hunger. This work questions whether such claims are by their very
nature a velleity: a wish that we have no strong desire to follow through on. Buffered
by investment into wishful thinking, the field of synthetic biology grows primarily on
commercial terms, without any physical body fully accepting responsibility for the
unknowable long-term outcomes. It is the will of the artist that attempts to
circumvent this velleity by using the body as site for the imposition of will.
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